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CHARACTERIZATION OF RATIONAL
AND ALGEBRAIC POWER SERIES ( ) (**)
by Wolfgang WECHLER (*)
Communicated by M. NIVAT

Abstract. — The paper présents a new characterization of algebraic formai power series:
they are defined by finitely generated invariant subsemi-algebras of formai power series. This
is comparable with the known characterization of rational power series.
Résumé. — Varticle présente une nouvelle caractérisation des séries formelles algébriques :
elles sont définies par des sous-semialgèbres invariantes et finiment engendrées. Ce résultat est
à rapprocher de la caractérisation classique des séries formelles rationnelles.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC NOTIONS

Let R b e a semiring and let M be a monoid. A mapping s from M into R
is called a (formai) power series and s itself is written as formai sum

s = X (s> m)m
meM

where (s, m) is the image of meM under the mapping s. The values (s, m) are
referred to as coefficients of s. K<<M>> dénotes the set of all such mappings.
The support supp(s) of a power series s is the set supp(s) = { meM \ (s, m) # 0 }.
Any power series with a finite support is called a polynomial. The set of all
polynomials is denoted by R < M >.
In this paper a new characterization of algebraic power series will be presented. The known characterization of rational power series shall also be
established in our framework in order to emphasize the analogy of both
kinds of characterization. To prépare such a characterization some necessary
(*) Received May 1978, revised April 1979.
(**) A preliminary version of this paper was presented at MFCS'79 Conference, Olomouc,
CSSR [5].
(*) Sektion Mathematik, Technische Universitàt Dresden, DDR-8027 Dresden, German Democratie Republic.
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concepts from the représentation theory of monoids and from an appropriate
generalization of module theory must be introduced.
A commutative monoid A with the opération + is called an £-semimodule if,
for each r of a given semiring R and each a of A, a scalar product ra is defined
in A such that the usual axioms are satisfied : r{a + a') = ra + ra\ (r + r')a ^ra + Za,
{ry)a = r{fa\ la =a,0a = 0and r0 = 0for r,r'e/?,a,fl'6i4.Obviously,jR<<M>>
forms an i^-semimodule with respect to the usual opérations.
An .R-semimodule is an algebraic structure in the sense of universal algebra.
Therefore, the notions of an .R-subsemimodule, of a generated K-subsemimodule and of an iî-homomorphism are fixed in that sense and we can skip
their définitions here. In order to define one of our main concept we have to
consider the regular représentation of a monoid M. Let HomK(R<<M>>,
R<<M>>) dénote the set of all iMiomomorphisms from R<<M>> into
itself. By the regular représentation p: M -> HomK(^<<M>>5
of M, a mapping pm is assigned to each m of M as follows
PmS= E

{s,m.n)n

for all sof
We say that an .R-subsemimodule ^4ofjR<<M>>is invariant if, for each m
of M, se A implies pmseA. By means of invariant £-subsemimodules of
K<<M>> rational power series can be characterized (cf. [2]). To do the
same for algebraic power series invariant .R-subsemialgebras are needed.
An .R-semimodule A is said to be an .R-semialgebra if A is additionally a semiring and vérifies reR, a, a'eA => r.{a.a') = {r.a).at. £<<M>> forms an
.R-semialgebra provided a (Cauchy) product of power series can be defined.
For that reason it has to be assumed that each m of M possesses only finitely
many factorizations m = m1.m2- This condition is satisfied for a monoid with
length-function, which is a mapping X from M into the natural numbers M
such that, for each neM, X~\n) is a finite set, X,"1(0) = { 1 } (1 dénotes also
the unit element of M), and X{m.m') ^A,(m)+1 as well as \(m'.m) ^X(m) +1
for all meM and m'eM— { 1 } [1]. Clearly, the free monoid generated by a
finite set is a monoid with length-function. If M is a monoid with lengthfunction, then R < < M > > is an K-semialgebra with respect to usual opérations.
An K-subsemialgebra of R((Myy
is called invariant if it is invariant as
K-subsemimodule.
2. MATRIX REPRESENTATIONS OF A MONOID
In this section we intend to introducé représentations of a m o n o i d by matrices
over a semiring. Let n be a n a t u r a l number. T h e set of all nxn matrices A — (atj)
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with atjeR9 ij= 1,, . ., n, is denoted by (R)n. Obviously, (R)n forms a monoid
with respect to matrix multiplication.
DÉFINITION : Let M be a monoid and let n b e a natural number. A homomorphism S from M into (R)n is called a finite matrix représentation of M.
We are now going to consider infinité matrices. Let AT be a set. (R)N dénotes
the set of all mappings A from N xN into R, which will be written as (possible infinité) matrices A = (ay) with a o =yl(ij) for iJeN. In order to generalize
the matrix multiplication in that case we state the foliowing requirement:
in each row of A there are all but finitely many coefficients equal to 0. Under
this assumption (R)N forms a monoid with respect to (generalized) matrix
multiplication.
DÉFINITION : Let M be a monoid with length-function and let AT be a finitely
generated monoid. A homomorphism 8 from M into (R)iS, is called a locally
finite matrix représentation of M iftheassociated mapping []:N->I?<<M>>
defined by
[«]= Z S(m)„em
{e is the unit element of JV)
meM

is a homomorphism from N into the multiplicative monoid of K<<M>>.
Since matrix représentations shall be used as acceptors the question arises :
Under which conditions is a locally finite matrix représentation determined
by finitely many datas. Assume that M and N are free monoids generated
by finite sets X and P, resp. For each pair (x9p) of X x P let a finite set of éléments d(x,p9 q) of R be chosen, where geP*. Define a mapping S: X -> (R)P* by

I

d{x9p9 q)
0

if there are peP and q.q'eP*
such that q1 =pq' and q2 = qq'
otherwise.

The unique extension 8*:X* -> (R)P* of S is a locally finite matrix représentation. It is easily seen that the associated mapping [ ] : P * -> .R<(<X*>>
is a homomorphism. On this basis generalized acceptors for algebraic power
series are introduced in [4].
3. RECOGNIZABLE POWER SERIES

Let M be a monoid and let R be a semiring. Our first aim is the définition
of two kinds of recognizable power series using finite resp. locally finite matrix
représentations. It will be shown that recognizable power series can be chavol. 17, n° 1, 1983
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racterized by means of invariant K-subseminodules resp. .R-subsemialgebras
of*«M».
: A power series s of K < < M > > is said to be /-recognizable
(or, shortly, recognizable) if there exist a finite matrix représentation
ô: M -• (R)ni n g; 1, a row vector a=(a 1 ? . . . , a„) and a column vector
P = (Pi, .. .,p„) T such that
(5, m) = oc.8(m).p
for all meM.
DÉFINITION

If seR((M}y
is recognizable, then the n power series st defined by
(si9 m) = (S(m).p)f for f = l, . . . , « generate an i*-subsemimodule

which contains 5 because of s = a 1 s 1 + . . . + ansB. An easy calculation shows
that A is invariant. Therefore, we get
1: Each recognizable power series 5 of R((M})
belongs to
an invariant finitely generated .R-subsemimodule of i?<<M>>.
•
In the case of free monoids the derived condition is necessary and sufficient.
THÊOREM

2 [2 ] : Let M be a free monoid generated by a finite set. A power
series s of i?<<M>> is recognizable if and only if s belongs to an invariant
finitely generated i^-subsemimodule of R << M >>. •
Next, we are going to introducé //-recognizable power series, which will
be characterized in a similar way.
THÈORËM

DÉFINITION : Let M be a monoid with length-function. A power series s
of R << M >> is said to be //-recognizable if there exist a locally finite matrix
représentation 8: M -» (R)N, SL row vector a=(ocn)neiv with ail but finitely
many coefficients equal to 0, and a unit column vector P = (P„)Ie;v with pe = l
and P„ = 0 for n ^ e such that
(s, m) = a.ô(m).p
for ail meM.
THÊOREM 3 : Let M be a monoid with length-function. Then each //-recognizable power series sofR<<M>> belongs to an invariant finitely generated
.R-subsemialgebra of R << M >>.

Proof: Assume that s is an //-recognizable power series of £<<M>>.
Then there exist a locally finite matrix représentation Ô:M -• (R)N and
finitely many <xneR such that

{s, m) = I
neN
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By définition, N is finitely generated. Thus, the K-subsemialgebra A of
£ << M >> consisting of all finite sums
s= X rnin]

where

rneR

neN

is finitely generated too. Take into considération that [ ] is a homomorphism.
Evidently, s = Ea n [n] is contained in A.
It remains to show that A is invariant. Let s be an element of A. For an
arbitrary element m of M we dérive
(pms,m')= l^rn(pm[n},m')= ]£rn([n], m.m')
neN

neN

n'eN neN "

where all sums are finite. Hence
9ms— X^nt^]
neN

and, consequently, pmseA.

With

Yfn~ 2l rn'${m)n'n
n'eN

•

THEOREM 4 : Let M be a free monoid generated by a finite set. A power
series sof J R<<M>>is //-recognizable if and only if s belongs to an invariant
finitely generated K-subsemialgebra of R << M >>.

Proof: By Theorem 3, it suffices to show that each element of an invariant
finitely generated K-subsemialgebra A of iî<<M>> is an //-recognizable
power series provided M is the free monoid X* generated by a finite set X.
Assume that A is generated by {sp \peP }, where P is a finite set. Since A is
invariant we get
P*Sp= Trp,q{x)q[p/sp]

with

rp>q{x)eR

whereby the sum is finite. q[p/sp] dénotes the substitution of each p of P by
the corresponding sp in qeP*. Now we define a mapping b:X - • (R)P* by
the rule

rp,q(x)
0

if there are peP and q,q'eP*
such that qx =pq' and q2 ~ qq'
otherwise.

We assert that the unique extension ô*: X* -> (R)P. of S is a locally finite
matrix représentation of X*. For that reason it must be shown that the assovoL 17, n° 1, 1983
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ciated mapping [ ] from P* into the multiplicative monoid ofi?<<X*>>
defined by
[«]= Z à*(w)qew for all qeP*
weX*

is a homomorphism. Evidently,

by définition. In order to show [qq'] = [q]. [qf] for q,q'eP* we use the statement

5*("W= E

I

5*(«)M1.8*(»),.^

"
for all non-empty words w over X and all 5, q', q"eP*, which may be proved
by induction over the length of w. Let q and q' be éléments of P*. Now we
conclude

to']= E 5*(W)M>w= E ( I 5*(u)q,e.d*(v)q.Jw
weX*

weX* ttv — w

Without loss of generality we suppose that (sp, l) = 0 for all /? of P. We are
now going to prove that each element of À is //-recognizable by that 6*.
First we state

Obviously, it holds
(5p,x) = (pxsp, 1 ) -

for all x e l . Let weX*. Then
(sp, xw) = (px5pï w)= £ rpA(x)(q[p/spl w).
Together with
we get
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that means sp= [p], Each s of A can be represented as follows
s= lLrqq[p/sp]
qeP*

whereby the sum is finite. Because of (*) we obtain
(s,w)= £ rq(q[p/sp],w)= £ rq8*(w)qte
qeP*

qeP*

which proves that s is //-recognizable.

D

4. CHARACTERIZATION OF RATIONAL AND ALGEBRAIC POWER SERIES

Throughout this section M is always assumed to be a free monoid generated
by a finite set X. As a conclusion of the well-known Schützenberger Theorem (cf. [3]) we obtain
THEOREM 5 [2]: A power series s of£<<X*>> is rational if and only
if s belongs to an invariant finitely generated R-subsemimodule ofK<<X*>>.
D
Algebraic power series are defined as solutions of Systems of équations.
Let Z = { zu ..., zn } be a finite set of variables disjoint from X. An algebraic
System S is a set of équations
Zi = (pi

i=l9

. . . , n ,

where (p(eR < F* > with F = I u Z . S is called proper whenever (<pf, l) = 0
and ((pj, Zy)=0 for each i and ƒ ït is known (cf. [3]) that each proper algebraic
System S has a unique solution | S | = (cTi, .. ., a j with 01,6^ << Z * >> for
i = l, . . . , n. We also write | S |£ instead of ot.
THËOREM 6: A power series 5 of R << X* >> is algebraic if and only if s
belongs to an invariant finitely generated K-subsemialgebra of R << X* >>.

Proof: (1) Let s be an algebraic power series of #<< X* >> determined
by a proper algebraic system S. Without loss of generality we may assume
that S has the following form
Zi= E \rl{x)x+ E rt£x)xzj+ £ rijk(x)xzjzk
xeX \

j=l

j,k=l

for i = 1, . .., n, where rfa), ro{x) and rijk(x) are éléments of R (cf. Theorem 2.3,
[3], p. 128). Let I S | = (a l s . . . , a„) be the solution of S. Define A to be the
vol. 17, n° 1, 1983
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K-subsemialgebra of K < < X * > > generated by { < ? ! , . . . , a „ } . Evidently,
s belongs to A because of s — (s, l) + a,- for some <jt of the generator set.
It remains to prove that A is invariant. Since each o( obeys the équation

(

n

n

rt{x)x+ 1Z^x)xaJ+

X rijk{x)x<jjOk

j=l

j,k=l

we dérive
which implies
p^a^G^
for
xeX and i = l , . . . , n.
Notice that an arbitrary element a of A is a finite sum a = £^71, where i\eR
and 71 e { a l 5 . .., a„ }*. If we prove that pxn belongs to A for each non-empty
word n, then pxa = ?,rnpxn belongs to A too, which implies that A is invariant.
Now, assume that n — af7ï', where 7i' is an arbitrary word over { a l s . .., a„}.
Observe that (af, l) = 0 for i=l, .. .,n. Because of
f,

l)px7t'

we thus dérive
Since p x a f G^ and n'eA, it foliows the required condition pxneA.
(2) Conversely, let A be an invariant .R-subsemialgebra of .R<<X*>>
generated by the set { su . . ., sn}. It has to be shown that each element of A
is an algebraic power series. For that reason a proper algebraic System S
must be constructed. Without loss of generality we may assume (sti l)=0
for Ï = 1 , . .., n. Since A is invariant we dérive
PxSi= Z

riiV{x)v[z/s],

veZ*

where Z = { zu . . ., zn} and v[z/s] dénotes the substitution of each zt by s(
in Ü. Define 5 as follows
xeX reZ*

Take into considération that (s;, l) = 0. Then we conclude
Si= I m c S ; = I * ( I
xsX

xeX

ueZ*

xeX veZ*
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Therefore, each st is an algebraic power series. Since the set of all algebraic
power series is closed under scalar product, sum and product, each a of A
is algebraic.
•
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